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Internal wave equations for the ocean

∂�u

∂t
= −�u ·∇�u + 2Ω⊥ × �u− 1

ρ0
∇p− gẑ + ν∇2�u

∇ · �u = 0
Traditional approximation 

Incompressible

Inviscid (at least until they break)

Boussinesq
ρ = ρ0 + ρ(z) + ρ�(x,y, z, t)

ρ�, ρ(z) << ρ0

Linear (surprisingly often, some nonlinear examples shortly)

∂ρ

∂t
= −w

∂ρ̄

∂z
+ κ∇2ρ



Internal wave equations

Try a solution of the form

Get polarization and dispersion 
relationships

Vertically propagating waves

ω2 =
(k2 + l2)N2 + m2f2

k2 + l2 + m2

u(x,y, z, t) = ûe−i[kx+ly+mz−ωt]

f<ω<N
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Internal wave equations

Try a solution of the form

Get polarization and dispersion 
relationships

Vertically propagating waves

ω2 =
(k2 + l2)N2 + m2f2

k2 + l2 + m2

u(x,y, z, t) = ûe−i[kx+ly+mz−ωt]

Wave propagation direction

Vertically standing waves
• rigid upper and lower boundaries

• similar to two-layer interfacial waves

• ocean stratification typically decreases with depth

• horizontal wavelength 10-100 km

u(x,y, z, t) = ûΨ(z)e−i[kx+ly−ωt]

f<ω<N



Waves break by shear instability 
and/or convective overturning. 
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FIG. 14. Example acoustical snapshot of a propagating ISW within which is embedded a sequence of rollups identical in nature to Kelvin–
Helmholtz instabilities observed in the laboratory and in small-scale simulations. The vertical scale of the largest is more than 10 m, and
the horizontal scale (in the direction of wave propagation) is about 50 m. Toward the trailing edge of the wave, the rollups become less
coherent but contribute a greater backscatter signal, suggesting breakdown to turbulence. At greater depth, denoted by arrows, are two more
layers of bright backscatter. These are presumably the same phenomenon, but smaller scale. Hence the echosounder resolution does not
permit a clear depiction of rollups.

FIG. 15. (left) Observed profiles of horizontal velocity from 300-
kHz ADCP (2-m bin size) and (right) �� from Chameleon. These
coincide with the Chameleon profile noted by the black dot in Fig.
9 which corresponds to the time of maximum stratification at the
interface at 30-m depth, after which overturns and intense turbulence
first appear.

given the density profile at the same location. First, the
ambient streamfunction in the wave’s reference frame
is obtained from the measured upstream velocity profile
u0(z) using

z

� (z) � � [u (z�) � c ] dz�. (3)0 � 0 w

At any location within the wave, we obtain the stream-
function profile corresponding to the local density pro-
file �1(z) using

� (� ) � � (� ).1 1 0 0 (4)

Last, we differentiate5 to obtain the velocity profile and
transform into the earth’s reference frame:

��1
u � � � c . (5)1 w�z

An appropriate value for �� was obtained by ex-
amining density fluctuations in six profiles prior to and
including the profile selected for analysis. Thorpe re-
ordering was used to estimate density fluctuations in
turbulent overturns. The maximum fluctuation had ab-
solute value of 0.1 kg m�3 (Fig. 17). We adopted this

5 Differentiations and integrations were approximated using sec-
ond-order, finite differences on an uneven grid. Interpolations be-
tween the various data grids were done using an equal mixture of
linear and cubic Hermite interpolants. (This controls the spurious
peaks that appear when cubic interpolation is used alone.)

Moum et al 03

Motivation - breaking waves mix the ocean

(see Staquet and Sommeria 04 for a review)
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Figure 5 Strawman energy budget for the global ocean circulation, with uncertainties of
at least factors of 2 and possibly as large as 10. Top row of boxes represent possible energy
sources. Shaded boxes are the principal energy reservoirs in the ocean, with crude energy
values given [in exajoules (EJ) 1018 J, and yottajoules (YJ) 1024 J]. Fluxes to and from the
reservoirs are in terrawatts (TWs). Tidal input (see Munk & Wunsch 1998) of 3.5 TW is
the only accurate number here. Total wind work is in the middle of the range estimated by
Lueck & Reid (1984); net wind work on the general circulation is from Wunsch (1998).
Heating/cooling/evaporation/precipitation values are all taken from Huang & Wang (2003).
Value for surface waves and turbulence is for surface waves alone, as estimated by Lefevre
& Cotton (2001). The internal wave energy estimate is by Munk (1981); the internal tide
energy estimate is from Kantha & Tierney (1997); the Wunsch (1975) estimate is four times
larger. Oort et al. (1994) estimated the energy of the general circulation. Energy of the
mesoscale is from the Zang &Wunsch (2001) spectrum (X. Zang, personal communication,
2002). Ellipse indicates the conceivable importance of a loss of balance in the geostrophic
mesoscale, resulting in internal waves and mixing, but of unknown importance. Dashed-dot
lines indicate energy returned to the general circulation by mixing, and are first multiplied
by �. Open-ocean mixing by internal waves includes the upper ocean.

such kinetic energy exist, the wind stress and tidal flows. The tides can account
for approximately 1 TW, at most. The wind field provides approximately 1 TW—
directly—to the large-scale circulation and probably at least another 0.5 TW by
generating inertial waves and the internal wave continuum.
Taken together, Sandström’s (1908, 1916) and Paparella & Young’s (2002)

theorems, the very small, probably negative, contribution to oceanic potential
energy by buoyancy exchanges with the atmosphere, and the ready availability of

Low Latitudes High Latitudes

P EP E K EK E

heat
conveyor

(Munk and Wunsch)



Patchiness of Deep Mixing matters

Spatial distribution of mixing reflects geography of 
internal wave generation, propagation and breaking

Kunze et al 06



Constant κ = 1.2 10-4 Bottom-enhanced diffusivityPalmer et al. (2007):

bottom-enhanced 
diffusivity 

=> deep overturning

Patchiness of Deep Mixing matters

Spatial distribution of mixing reflects geography of 
internal wave generation, propagation and breaking

Kunze et al 06



Cant’ explicitly resolve internal waves in climate models. 

Climate Process Team: Funded to 
combine theory, observations and 

simulations to develop and implement 
improved parameterizations of internal-

wave driven mixing in global climate models 
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Internal-Tide Generation
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Figure 5. Seasonally averaged maps of energy flux from

the wind into near-inertial mixed-layer motions for the year

1997. Variability in mixed-layer depth is included by sea-

sonally averaging the Levitus climatology.

and the model gives zero currents. A few (< 1%) seasonally-

averaged values are < 0 (loss of energy to the atmosphere),

but all of these have magnitudes less than 0.1 mWm!2, and

so are also plotted in blue. The rough land edges reflect the

2.5" grid spacing.

The largest inputs occur from 30-50"N during northern

hemispheric fall/winter, in bands across the western North

Atlantic and Pacific, associated with northern midlatitude

storms. Large fluxes also occur at 30-50"S during southern

winter, particularly in the Indian Ocean.

Broad minima span the central and eastern portions of

each basin. Interestingly, D’Asaro’s [1985] eastern Pacific

analysis was conducted in a relatively low-flux region. He

obtained higher values in the eastern Atlantic, consistent

with this general picture.

Spatial maps of the inertial component of the wind would

produce identical patterns. These differ substantially from

maps of wind speed (or, for example, maps of "u3
#). For

example, the strong easterly trade winds produce very lit-

tle near-inertial energy flux. These differences underscore
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Figure 6. (a,c) The monthly mean flux is

plotted for each year 1996-1999 (thin lines,

solid=1996,dashed=1997,dashdot=1998,dotted=1999),

and for the 4-year mean (heavy line). Black lines are from

37.5" N, and gray lines are from 37.5" S. (a) The flux

without mixed-layer-depth correction, !(50 m). (b) The

monthly mean, zonally averaged Levitus and Boyer [1994]

mixed layer depth, < H >, at 37.5" N (black) and 37.5 S

(gray). (c) Mixed-layer-depth corrected flux, !(H).

the importance of the inertial component of the wind fields,

rather than their overall magnitude, in generating near-inertial

motions.

4.2. Seasonal Cycle

The seasonal cycle is examined by computing the zonal

average across the bands 37.5"N and 37.5"S. Examining the

cycle of !(50 m) (Figure 6a), a strong maximum is seen near

December/January in the northern hemisphere (in agreement

with D’Asaro [1985]), and near June in the southern hemi-

sphere. This pattern is consistent with primary forcing by

winter storms.

The zonally averaged mixed-layer depth (Figure 6b) is

deepest during winter. Its incorporation into the flux corre-

spondingly weakens the seasonal cycle of !(< H >) rela-

tive to !(50 m), and shifts the peaks towards October in the

northern hemisphere, also as seen by D’Asaro [1985]. Sea-

sonal cycles are still present in both hemispheres, however,

with maxima resulting as a combination of large fluxes and

a thin mixed-layer.

Wind-generated near-inertial internal waves

1) Wave generation

Egbert and Ray 01

Alford 01

Generation where barotropic
(astronomical) tides are large and 

topography is rough. Fairly steady in time. 

Generation by rotating component of 
wind stress, mirrors storm tracks.  NOT 

steady in time (episodic storms + 
seasonal cycle), but seasonally averaged 

pattern reasonably(?) consistent

Cant’ explicitly resolve internal waves in climate models. 
 3 steps to parameterize their role: 

[St. Laurent, Nycander talks]

[Simmons talk]



1) Wave generation

2) Some waves break “locally”,  leading to a global pattern of mixing 
that mirrors wave generation.  This can be roughly broken down 
into weakly and strongly nonlinear dynamics

Cant’ explicitly resolve internal waves in climate models. 
 3 steps to parameterize their role: 

Internal-wave driven mixing CPT

informed by the theories described below. Wave-breaking can be subdivided into strongly and weakly nonlinear
types, which tend to occur in different places, are governed by different dynamics, and will be embodied by
different parameterizations. Though weakly nonlinear wave-wave interactions dominate dissipation in most of
the ocean, dissipation by strongly nonlinear processes can locally be orders of magnitude larger.

2.1 Strongly nonlinear wave breaking
For tidal flow over steep isolated ridges, local mixing occurs through internal hydraulic jumps [Legg and
Klymak, 2008]. Such jumps occur only when the topographic amplitude is large and the topography is steep,
and are limited to vertical length scales for which the horizontal phase speed is less than the peak tidal flow,
arresting the wave. Recent theoretical efforts [Llewellyn Smith and Young, 2002; St. Laurent and Nash, 2003]
have led to predictions of the internal tide energy flux from steep isolated ridges as a function of vertical wave
number [Klymak and Legg, 2010].

2.2 Weakly nonlinear wave breaking
The temporal and spatial evolution of internal wave generation, propagation, refraction by mesoscale
inhomogeneities, nonlinear interaction, and dissipation can be described by the Radiation Balance Equation
(RBE). A generic RBE describing the evolution of the internal wave action spectrum is:

∂A

∂t
+∇r·(Cg + u)A +∇p·RA = Tr + So − Si (2)

in which r is a spatial coordinate, p the wavenumber vector, A = E/ω the action density spectrum1,
E = Ek + Ep the energy density, Ek and Ep kinetic and potential contributions to the energy density, ω the
intrinsic frequency, Cg = ∇pω group velocity, u subinertial currents, R refractive effects associated with
spatially inhomogeneous stratification and subinertial currents, Tr transfers of action, and So interior sources
and Si sinks (dissipation).

Tr represents the rate at which energy cascades from large to small (vertical scales), which in turn governs
the rate power is available at small scales for turbulent mixing. Different approaches taken to describe this
physics have resulted in different forms of the dissipation scaling. McComas and Müller [1981] summarize the
resonant interaction approach, which considers energy transfer as a sum of triad interactions. Recently Polzin
[2004a] developed a heuristic cascade closure scheme that represents a continuous downscale transfer of

energy, Tr ≈ ∂F (m, ω, ϕ)/∂m and associated dissipation rate � =
� N

f

� 2π

0
F (m, ω, ϕ)dωdϕ, where the

down-scale transfer rate, F (m, ω,ϕ) may be supplemented by transfers in frequency space and redistribution
in azimuthal direction. The functional form of F is closely related to the finescale parameterization commonly
applied to vertical profile data as a diagnostic of mixing rates [Polzin et al., 1996, 2002; Mauritzen et al., 2002;
Naveira Garabato et al., 2004; Kunze et al., 2006].

The RBE can be solved either numerically (given boundary conditions based upon an energy flux from
internal wave generation) or analytically, yielding a vertical profile of dissipation as a function of height
above bottom over areas of rough topography, �(z) = �0/(1 + z/z0)2, where the scale height, z0, depends on
parameters such as the dominant wavelength of the recently generated internal tide, local stratification, and
wave amplitude. Figure 5 shows an example in which the predicted diffusivity profile appears as a smoothed
version of the observations. There are no “tunable” parameters in this estimate: inputs to the model are simply

1It is crucial that the reader recognize (2) is a spectral balance rather than a wavepacket balance. Consequently p is considered to be
independent of r.

6

A: wave action = E/ω
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A: wave action = E/ω

flux divergence

refraction by
mesoscale

energy transfer 
to other 

internal waves

sources and 
sinks Primary

wave

As a wave propagates upwards from a source 
region, it steadily looses energy to other internal 
waves (+mesoscale effects), which in turn lose 

energy to other waves... which dissipate locally. So 
an internal tide leaves behind a wake of dissipation

Tr=εSecondary (smaller 
scale?) waves

[polzin 04]



Nearfield: strongly nonlinear wave breaking
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Figure 1: Model bathymetry and all IWISE stations. Measured (black) and modeled fluxes (yellow) are

also plotted. The regions shown in close-up at right are shown with boxes at left.

Profiling moorings

Design

We deployed and recovered two profiling moorings in about 3500 m of water (Figure 1, red), which consist

of a McLane “crawler” making repeated traverses of a taut vertical wire with two subsurface floats (one

steel, one syntactic foam) for flotation, while measuring T, S and velocity. Additional ADCP’s measured

velocity with higher temporal resolution than the moored profilers, but with no density information and

at lower vertical resolution. Mooring diagrams for each are given in Figures 4 and 5.

One of the moored profilers was equipped with four chi-pods, as well as fixed-depth chi-pods clamped

to the wire above and below its profiling range. We tested these systems in Puget Sound this winter,

but this was the first open-ocean test of a chi-pod on a moored profiler. Initial looks at the data show

that these functioned, but we have not analyzed the data yet in detail.

Performance

A major goal was to determine the ability of the McLane profilers to profile in the strong flows of Luzon

Strait. Experience from KESS showed that surface-intensified currents such as the Kuroshio can cause

2

Internal hydraulic jumps, strong bores, solitons etc 
[Akylas, Carr, Farmer, Helfrich, Shroyer, Staquet,  Weidman talks]

Strong tidally driven overturning in the 
South China Sea [Alford, Simmons, 
Nash, MacKinnon, Klymak, Pinkel]

(Alford talk on Wednesday)



“Farfield” wave breaking / mixing
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Altimetric tidal fluxes

Northbound Southbound

Most (70-90%) internal tide energy escapes to propagate thousands of km away. 

Where do these waves break? [St. Laurent and Nash 04]

Zhao and Alford



The waves that get away...
Energy lost to strong wave-wave interactions like Parametric 
Subharmonic Instability (PSI)

Propagating low-mode waves lose some energy through a slow 
bleed to ambient internal wave field through wave-wave 
interactions, supplying the background dissipation rate. 

Some energy lost through interaction with mesoscale, trapping in 
regions of high vorticity (e.g. Kuroshio) or high shear (e.g. 
equatorial undercurrent)

Whatever isn’t lost in transit “breaks” when waves crash into 
continental slope or other topography

How important is each? 



Convergence of altimetric internal tide fluxes (Tian et al 06)

large as 50 m, the relative error of the dissipation rate
! would still be no larger than 20%.

The calculations are based on 10 years of TOPEX/
Poseidon altimeter tidal data. The nominal bias of tidal
data is 1.5 cm (Benada 1997). The wavenumber of baro-
clinic M2 internal tides is of the order of 0.01 km"1, the
average depth of the thermocline is assumed to be 500
m, and the average water depth is about 4000 m. The
estimated bias of the energy flux in Fig. 6 is about 1000
W m"1. We also estimate the error caused by the nomi-
nal bias of tidal data, using the real parameters includ-
ing the wavenumber, depth of the thermocline, and
the water depth in 50 random T/P diamonds. The esti-
mated mean error of the M2 internal tidal energy flux
is 846 W m"1, the maximum error is 1142 W m"1, and
the minimum is 634 W m"1. If the average Brunt–
Väisälä frequency is taken to be 3 cph in the inner
ocean, the estimated error of mixing rate is roughly 1 #
10"5 m2 s"1.

There are some volumes in which the fluxes are in-
sufficient to calculate the summation. There are also a
few volumes near large topography, for example, near
the east of Australia, in which the sum of fluxes is nega-
tive. This means that Eq. (4) does not apply in such
areas and, as a consequence, not all energy fluxes in Fig.
6 are used to calculate the energy dissipation shown in
Fig. 7.

The error is as large as one-quarter of the mixing rate
caused by M2 internal tides near 28.9°N/S and is even
larger than that near the equator. However, our main
purpose in this study is to show the quality of the
latitudinal structure of mixing rate from the viewpoint
of energy balance. The error as discussed above should
therefore have no effects on the latitudinal pattern that
we concluded. Besides, the pattern of mixing rate va-
riation with latitude in the North Pacific (Fig. 9a)
is consistent with those shown in Fig. 2 of Gregg et al.
(2003).
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• Strong resonant instability near 29º 
where f = M2/2 

• Energy loss from M2 internal tide to 
small-scale M2/2 motions

• Subharmonic waves have equal 
amounts of upward and downward 
propagating energy

Convergence of numerical internal tide fluxes (MacKinnon and Winters  et al 05)

Parametric Subharmonic Instability (PSI)

Hibiya and Nagasawa 04
MacKinnon and Winters 05

 Furuichi et al 05 
Young, Tsang and Balmforth 07

Hibiya et al 07
Young et al 08
Munroe talk

  Parametric Subharmonic Instability



Observations of PSI
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Internal Waves Across the Pacific
Alford, MacKinnon, Pinkel, Klymak, Peacock
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FIG. 6. Top row: amplitude of the first three modes, based on a full-depth fit to standard vertical mode shapes for horizontal

velocity. Bottom row: direction of the energy flux for the first three modes.
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FIG. 9. From left to right. A: Absolute value of the bispectra, |B| as given by Eqn 5, note the log scale for the colorbar; B: real

part of the amplitude of spectral triple product for the (-f,-f,M2) triad as a function of depth and center of spectral window; C:

Bicoherence for the specific range of depth and time indicated by the black box in panel (B); D: Biphase averaged over xx time.

and Guza 1988).

The bispectra is a measure of consistent phase rela-

tionships between triads of waves that satisfy frequency

and/or wavenumber resonance conditionss. Put another

way, it’s a method of evaluating (3) in Fourier space. Bis-

pectra are calculated as:

B(ω1,ω2) = E[X∗
ω1

X∗
ω2

Xω1+ω2
] (4)

where E[·] is the expected value, and X represent com-

plex FFTs of any variable of interest. Based upon (3),

horizontal velocity is the most straightforward variable to

use for all three X’s. However, following Sun and Pinkel
(2010), we find the strongest results using up and down-

going shear for the first two terms, and vertical velocity

for the third. The former choice makes sense because

the daughter waves need to satisfy wavenumber as well

as frequency resonance conditions, so for a low-mode

tidal m0 and higher mode inertial wavenumbers m1 and

m2 must be of opposite signs. The later choice is con-

venient because vertical velocity keeps a known phase

with respect to tidal velocity in the propagation direction,

which can otherwise be difficult to infer. So the bispectra

as calculated here becomes

B(ω1,ω2) = E[Ũ∗
zup(ω1)Ũ∗

zdown(ω2)W̃ (ω1 +ω2)] (5)

where the tilde indicates a Fourier transform. To com-

pute bispectra, data are divided into half-overlapping 5-

day windows. Fourier transforms are taken of shear and

Bispectra show significant  phase-locked energy transfer from tidal to subharmonic motions

(MacKinnon et al 11a,b)
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FIG. 8. Depth-integrated tidal energy fluxes form the POM
model for mode-1 (top) and mode-3 (bottom). Need scale ar-
rows. Color indicates water depth. The white line is our cruise
track, and the magenta x is location of the mooring discussed
here. Courtesy of T.M.S. Johnston.

vertical velocity in each window, at each depth, and ap-
plied to calcuate B using (5). The expected value is cal-
culated by averaging in both depth and time.

The results are plotted as a function of ω1,ω2 in Fig-
ure 9a. Here negative frequencies denote motions with a
CW sense of rotation with time - purely inertial motions
are expected to appear as (-f), while higher frequency in-
ternal waves with elliptical hodographs will bleed onto
positive frequencies as well. There is a strong magnitude
of bispectra at (-f,-f), meaning significant interaction be-
tween an up-going inertial wave, a down-going inertial
wave, and an internal tide (twice the frequency).

To get a better idea of what this peak represents, the
triple produce in (5) is plotted in Figure 9b as a function
of depth for each spectral window (before the expected
value is taken). There largest amplitude signal is from
two patches at mid-depth in the first half of the record, as
outlined with the black box.

Bicoherence is a way of estimating the significance of

phase-locking in bispectra, defined as

b2(ω1,ω2) =
|B(ω1,ω2)|2

E[|X(ω1)X(ω2)|2]E[|X(ω1 +ω2)|2]
(6)

which is normalized such that 0≤ b≤ 1. Elgar and Guza
(1988) determine a 95% confidence level of

�
6/ndo f .

Sun and Pinkel (2010) discuss appropriate significance
levels in some detail, and conclude that the appropri-
ate number of degrees of freedom reflects the number of
wave groups sampled, not just the number of individual
samples. Using a rough estimate that tidal and/or iner-
tial phase or amplitude changes significantly about every
2.5 days and is coherent over about 100 meters vertically,
we argue that the number of independent samples in the
boxed region in Figure 9 (23 days and 400 vertical me-
ters) is ndo f = 2∗9∗4. This gives a 95% confidence level
of 0.29. The observed bicoherence at (-f,-f) over this pe-
riod is 0.54 (Fig. 9c). The significance of the phase-
locking between inertial and tidal motions is strong evi-
dence of PSI and one of the main results of this paper.

More intuitively, bicoherence simply means that the
sum of the phases between the three terms in (5) has a
consistent sign over the averaging period, which is visu-
ally obvious in Fig. 9b. The next important question is
whether this is the right sign to indicate net energy trans-
fer to subharmonic motions. This is not an idle question.
At this particular latitude, any inertial motion, if coher-
ent for a long enough time, will have a consistent triad
phase relationship with the tide, simply because they’re
harmonics.

To estimate the expected biphase, we return to (3). Re-
call that this equation was written in a coordinate system
aligned with the direction of tidal propagation. Staying
in that coordinate system for a moment, we can write the
wave amplitude in terms of complex velocity,

u∗1 =
1
2
(uup + i vup)∗ (7)

=
i

2m1
∂z(uup + i vup)∗ (8)

To transform back to a trational E/W/N/S coordinate sys-
tem this is rotated by the tidal propagation direction, θ,
which is taken as CCW from east,

u∗1 =
i

2m1
∂z(uup + i vup)∗ e−iθ (9)

where uup,vup are now the measured bandpassed near-
inertial velocities. For the third component, measured
vertical velocity conveniently has a known phase with
horizontal velocity in the propagation direction (no ro-
tation required),

U0 =
im0

k0
W cot [m0z] (10)
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Plugging in gives

∂E1

∂t
=

−3
2

m0

m1 m2
e
−2iθ cot [m0z]

×(uup + i vup)∗z (udown + i vdown)∗z W

=
3
2

m0

|m1| |m2|e
−2iθ cot [m0z]

∂z(uup + i vup)∗ ∂z(uup + i vup)∗ W (11)

where the last step results from the realization that m1,m2
must have opposite signs. Comparing (11) and (5), the
expected biphase for PSI-type wave-wave interaction can
be written as

tanφb ≡ Im[B]
Re[B]

φb = −2θ (12)

The observed biphase averaged over the first 9 spectral
windows (23 days) is shown in Figure 9d. Over the depth
range of signicant bicoherence ( 450-800 m) the biphase
holds steady, with an average of 0.9 π. This is consistent
with either θ = 0.45π or θ =−0.55π, in other words with
either northward or southward propagation. Given that
both senses of tidal propagation are present here, we take
this as good confirmation that PSI is happening. From
Figure 9b it appears that there is also a consistency to the
phasing in the top 200 meters, with a biphase near 2π
(Fig. 9d). This suggests a propagation direction of either
θ = 0 or θ = π, consistent with Fig. 7D. However this
signal does not meet the bicoherence significance test.
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FIG. 10. Right: Energy transfer term given by equation xx in
the text. The periods labeled ”A”-”D” are shown in more detail
in Figure 7. Left: time average profile of energy transfer.

The magnitude of energy transfer can be estimated
by applying (11) in the time domain, using approximate

guesses for various parameters. The vertical tidal wave-
length is taken as 1500 m (appropriate for mode-3, which
is maximum at the depth range of the observed energy
transfer), and the inertial wavelengths are taken as 125m
and 250m (picked out by eye from Fig. 3). The tan[mz]
term is taken to be order one. The tidal propagation di-
rection is estimated using the measured average biphase
of 2θ = 0.9π. The resulting estimate of energy transfer is
shown in Figure 10.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

Here we present the first clear documentation of energy
transfer from a propagating internal tide to small-scale
near-inertial waves through PSI near a critical latitude.
The analysis is complicated by the fact that the internal
tide is multidirectional and highly variable in time, not
the simple plane wave assumed by almost all relevant the-
ory. As a result, simple energy trasfer calculations using a
single assumed phase relationship (e.g. Fig. 10) may get
the transfer correct when the phase is aligned that way,
but become nonsensical when the tide has switched direc-
tion. More specifically, the negative values in the upper
few hundred meters of Fig. 10 are less likely to indicate
a reverse energy transfer than they are to indicate that the
internal tide in that depth range is oriented in a different
direction. For example, for a net eastward or westward
flux in the top few hundred meters, one should use a dif-
ferent angle θ in (11), resulting in positive energy transfer
terms in that depth range. In that sense using a single θ
for all of Figure 10 is a conservative lower bound on en-
ergy transfer. The calculation is further complicated by
the fact that according to (11) higher tidal modes matter
more for the energy transfer, so estimating the proper θ
from energy flux (dominated by low modes) is challeng-
ing at best.

Nonetheless, there are two clear periods during the first
half of the record when the phase between up-going iner-
tial shear, down-going inertial shear and tidal velocity is
not only steady in time and space, but consistent with that
expected for positive PSI energy transfer. These are also
times with growing high-mode inertial energy in both up
and down-going motions. A rough timescale for subhar-
monic growth rate is given by the ratio of inertial energy
to the tendency term, τ ∼ Eni/(dE/dt). Taking the aver-
age either up- or down-going energy and energy transfer
over the periods of enhanced transfer in Fig. 10 gives
timescales for growth of 2-3 days, roughly comparable to
the observed timescales of change (e.g. Fig. 3, bottom
right panel, near yearday 135, 500 m depth). Hazewinkel

and Winters (2010) note that expected PSI growth rates
are often comparable to the timescales over which inter-
nal tides vary (spring-neap or otherwise), which may pro-
vide a natural upper bound to total instability growth.

In the numerical simulation of MW, inertial motions
created at the critical latitude leaked energy to near-
inertial internal waves that propagated equatorward. Evi-
dence of this (??) in Pickering et al. (2010).

The magnitude of the energy transfer rate is quite mod-
est, consistent with local dissipation rates presented in the
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at which they are dissipating is different than expected.
It is unclear whether this is due to their coherent nature
or something else. Further process studies or idealized
process modeling might shed some light on the issue.

c. Mixing implications

Working with the more conservative diffusivity esti-
mates (Thorpe scales and finescale strain), mixing across
the Pacific is relatively modest. Depth-averaged diffu-
sivity is close to background GM levels, ranging from
1−3×10−4 m2 s−1 (Fig. 8), with a tendency to increase
towards lower latitudes. The increase in diffusivity equa-
torwards of the PSI critical latitude reported by Alford
et al. (2007) has been reduced in magnitude slightly with
these new estimates, but may still be important to include
in larger-scale models Jochum (2009). At the same time,
the background levels of dissipation reported here are not
a huge drain on the tide, consistent with the long-range
propagation observed by Alford et al. (2007).
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IWAP continued

(MacKinnon et al 11a,b)

However, net transfer rate and local dissipation rate are quite modest

Rate of energy transfer to subharmonic

Local dissipation rate

Discrepancy between observations and predicted 
catastrophe likely due to 

• Multiple tidal modes going various directions

• Internal tide changes in time, due to both mesoscale 
refection and S-N cycle, both of which limit PSI growth 
rates (Hazewinkel and Winters 11)

m
ode-1

m
ode-3



The waves that get away...
Some energy lost to PSI, but probably not much (~10-20% in a 
few specific places...?)

Propagating low-mode waves lose some energy through a slow 
bleed to ambient internal wave field through wave-wave 
interactions, supplying the background dissipation rate. 

Some energy lost through interaction with mesoscale, trapping in 
regions of high vorticity (e.g. Kuroshio) or high shear (e.g. 
equatorial undercurrent)

Whatever isn’t lost in transit “breaks” when waves crash into 
continental slope or other topography

How important is each? 



 Fate of internal tides II: nonlinear wave-wave interactions

(Garrett and Munk 1975)

Empirical observations  show a remarkably universal 
distribution of energy in wavenumber and frequency 
space, with energy spectra in both directions tending 

towards -2 slopes

(McComas and Muller 81, Muller et al 86, Lvov and Tabak 01, Lvov and Tabak 04, 
Lvov et al 04, Polzin 04 (x 2)

Low-mode internal tide

Broadband spectrum

Diffusivity

What regional-global models 
need: predictive knowledge of 
dissipation rate based only on 
low-mode internal waves (canʼt 

resolve continuum)

What we have: Mixing 
parameterizations based 
on MEASUREMENTS of 
a broadband wavefield

Dynamics: energy 
loss to continuum

Dynamics: Gregg-
Henyey-Polzin scaling for 
rate of down-scale energy 

[Pinkel talk]



early later steady state

Energy flows to smaller scales, till a broadband spectrum is created in which 
continued tidal forcing is balanced by down-scale energy transfer and dissipation. 

Numerical studies of energy transfer

[Mackinnon, in prep. Also Winters and D’Asaro 97, Hibiya et al 02, Lvov and Yokoyama 09]

Vertical wavenumber Frequency spectrum

-2 slope -2 slope



Question:  Empirical results (MacKinnon and Gregg, 02,05) show that the relationship between low-mode 
shear and turbulent dissipation scales differently in the open ocean and shallow water.  Why? MG suggest that 
either the lower vertical bandwidth or the higher tidal variability in coastal water might be to blame

Changing the forcing: Wavenumber spectra (left) and dissipation rate (right) are shown for 5 simulations 
run to steady state with different levels of wave forcing (black lines/dots). For the fifth simulation, the forcing tide 
is abruptly changed, and the evolution over 20 days is shown in color (red to blue).  
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Steady state:    The dissipation rate scales quadratically with the spectral level (ε ~ E2), in agreement 
with numerous previous theories and simulations (e.g.  Winters and D’Asaro)

Variable tide:  When the forcing is changed, it takes time (~ 20 days here) for the small-scale waves to 
adjust to the new equilibrium. Initially, dissipation increases with increasing tidal energy, but more slowly 
(ε ~ E1/2). This is the same scaling observed by MacKinnon and Gregg, perhaps because in coastal areas 
internal tides are highly variable and the wavefield is never in steady state. 

[MacKinnon, in prep]



Near-Inertial wave generation and decay
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Figure 5. Seasonally averaged maps of energy flux from

the wind into near-inertial mixed-layer motions for the year

1997. Variability in mixed-layer depth is included by sea-

sonally averaging the Levitus climatology.

and the model gives zero currents. A few (< 1%) seasonally-

averaged values are < 0 (loss of energy to the atmosphere),

but all of these have magnitudes less than 0.1 mWm!2, and

so are also plotted in blue. The rough land edges reflect the

2.5" grid spacing.

The largest inputs occur from 30-50"N during northern

hemispheric fall/winter, in bands across the western North

Atlantic and Pacific, associated with northern midlatitude

storms. Large fluxes also occur at 30-50"S during southern

winter, particularly in the Indian Ocean.

Broad minima span the central and eastern portions of

each basin. Interestingly, D’Asaro’s [1985] eastern Pacific

analysis was conducted in a relatively low-flux region. He

obtained higher values in the eastern Atlantic, consistent

with this general picture.

Spatial maps of the inertial component of the wind would

produce identical patterns. These differ substantially from

maps of wind speed (or, for example, maps of "u3
#). For

example, the strong easterly trade winds produce very lit-

tle near-inertial energy flux. These differences underscore
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Figure 6. (a,c) The monthly mean flux is

plotted for each year 1996-1999 (thin lines,

solid=1996,dashed=1997,dashdot=1998,dotted=1999),

and for the 4-year mean (heavy line). Black lines are from

37.5" N, and gray lines are from 37.5" S. (a) The flux

without mixed-layer-depth correction, !(50 m). (b) The

monthly mean, zonally averaged Levitus and Boyer [1994]

mixed layer depth, < H >, at 37.5" N (black) and 37.5 S

(gray). (c) Mixed-layer-depth corrected flux, !(H).

the importance of the inertial component of the wind fields,

rather than their overall magnitude, in generating near-inertial

motions.

4.2. Seasonal Cycle

The seasonal cycle is examined by computing the zonal

average across the bands 37.5"N and 37.5"S. Examining the

cycle of !(50 m) (Figure 6a), a strong maximum is seen near

December/January in the northern hemisphere (in agreement

with D’Asaro [1985]), and near June in the southern hemi-

sphere. This pattern is consistent with primary forcing by

winter storms.

The zonally averaged mixed-layer depth (Figure 6b) is

deepest during winter. Its incorporation into the flux corre-

spondingly weakens the seasonal cycle of !(< H >) rela-

tive to !(50 m), and shifts the peaks towards October in the

northern hemisphere, also as seen by D’Asaro [1985]. Sea-

sonal cycles are still present in both hemispheres, however,

with maxima resulting as a combination of large fluxes and

a thin mixed-layer.

What sorts of waves are generated? Low mode? High mode? Do we know? 

How does interaction with mesoscale upper ocean vorticity (eddies etc) affect 
generation and propagation? (Young and Ben Jelloul 97,  Balmforth et al 98, Balmforth and 
Young 99, Klein and Llewellyn Smith  01, Klein et al 04, Danioux  et al 08, Elipot and Lumpkin 09)

What percentage of near-inertial energy dissipates “locally”?

What happens to the low-mode near inertial waves? Clearly seen in the deep 
ocean (Alford and Whitmont 07), but we don’t know how far they get (Simmons talk on 
xx)

[Alford 01,03,  Plueddemann and Farrar]

How and where do wind-generated 
near-inertial waves break?



High-frequency waves in the upper ocean
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surface streaks
Langmuir-cells create high-frequency (~10 
min) internal waves that extract energy 

from the ML and break to produce mixing 
in the stratified layer below

cp =

!
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= Uml

*

[Polton et al 08]
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These high-frequency waves may be trapped (and dissipate) in high-N 
transition layer separating upper ocean from main thermocline 



High-frequency waves generated by convection 

Similar high-frequency waves generated by 
convection banging on the base of the ML. 

Data from equatorial Pacific, 0° N 140° W [R.-C. Lien]

[ McPhaden and Peters 1992; Moum et al. 
1992, Gregg et al. 1985; Wijesekera and 
Dillon 1991, Moum et al 09]

Similar equatorial measurements

Other studies of high-frequency 
internal waves generated by 

“turbulent” motions: 

Dohan and Sutherland 05,
Taylor and Sarker 07

Diamessis talk



Conclusions

• Two species of internal waves dominate the energy (and energy flux) of the 
oceanic internal wave band - internal tides and wind-forced near-inertial 
waves.  

• In both cases, most of the energy radiates away from the generation site. 
Candidate dissipation mechanisms include topographic scattering, wave-
wave interactions (PSI), interaction with the mesoscale...??

• Other types of waves (lee waves, high-frequency waves from turbulent 
motions) may be important parts of local energy and mixing budgets

• Mixing due to wave breaking is patchy in both space and time. 
Understanding and predicting these patterns is important for proper 
modeling of heat and other tracer distributions. 



Open questions

Near-inertial waves in the ocean? What kinds of waves does the 
wind make? How far do they go? How do they break? 

How do internal waves interact with the mesoscale?  Some 
energy lost through interaction with mesoscale, trapping in 
regions of high vorticity (e.g. Kuroshio) or high shear (e.g. 
equatorial undercurrent) [Buhler, Williams talks]

Seems likely that much of the propagating low-mode energy is 
dissipated where waves scatter off topography [Holmes-Cerfon, Kelly] 
or crash into the continental shelf or other large topography. Do 
we understand this process? [Eriksen 82, Johnston et al 03, Johnston and Merrifield 03,  Legg 
and Adcroft 03, Nash et al 04, Martini et al 11, Kelly, et al 11, Klymak et al 11]






